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The headlines stacked up like arrivals over 
O’Hare in the old days:
“U.S. Braces for Massive Storm” 
“Storm Slams Midwest, Barrels East”

“Monster Storm in Heartland Heads East”
“Powerful Storm Threatens 30 States”
“Blizzards, Two Feet of Snow in Chicago on Radar”
“Blizzard Warnings in Nine States; Chicago Fears 
 Two Feet of Snow”
“Air Travelers Hit Hard by Massive Winter Blast  
 [Airlines cancel nearly 5,900 flights Tuesday as  
 storm moves into Midwest]”

During the first week of February 2011, what 
television meteorologist Al Roker called “the 
most powerful storm to hit the United States in 
recent memory” stretched some 2,500 miles from 
Texas up through the Midwest and east into New 
England. U.S. airlines canceled nearly 20,000 flights 
that week, and major U.S. hub airports includ-
ing Chicago O’Hare International and Houston 
Intercontinental closed. Several U.S. airline airports 
closed for the first time in their history.

WEATHER
OR NOT

Recent severe weather slammed the U.S. airline industry—but 
most news outlets missed an important part of the story 

By Jan W. Steenblik, Technical Editor
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Many snow-belt airports do a better job of keep-
ing runways open and ramps and taxiways clear 
than road crews in their areas do in keeping streets, 
roads, and highways clear. But when gale force 
winds whip the earth’s surface, even the ground 
crews at an airport like Chicago O’Hare, with its 
hundreds of superbly maintained pieces of heavy 
equipment to move snow and ice, can’t create an 
environment safe for aviation.  

After the storm passed, airline analysts estimated 
that this single bout of severe weather cost U.S. air-
lines more than $600 million, even after accounting 
for fuel and labor savings. Hundreds of thousands 
of passengers were inconvenienced; untold tons of 
mail and cargo were delayed.

But news media reporters and bloggers missed 
the most important part of the story: No U.S. (or 
Canadian) airlines suffered any accidents or inci-
dents during the severe weather. 

ALPA members flew many thousands of flights  
during that period, including into, out of, and 
through the storm system—and weather 
elsewhere—safely. 
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The fact that U.S. and Canadian airlines 
operated in the recent severe weather with-
out bending metal or injuring a passenger 
was no accident. In fact, that superb perfor-
mance was the legacy of generations of line 
pilots who flew their trips with consummate 
professionalism—and also brought their 
unique experience and collective wisdom to 
bear on a host of aviation safety issues as 
ALPA safety representatives. 

Today, ALPA is the world’s largest 
non-governmental aviation safety 
organization. Hundreds of Association 
members, backed up by the professional 
staff of ALPA’s Engineering and Air Safety 
(E&AS) Department working with ALPA’s 
government Affairs and Communications 
Departments, serve their fellow airline pilots 
and the traveling public in their roles as 
ALPA safety and security representatives. 

The 24 professional members of the E&AS 
Department bring centuries of experience 
in every aspect of aviation, including air 
traffic control, aviation security, aeronautical 
engineering, flight operations, pilot training, 
human factors, charting and instrument 
procedures, aeromedical, certification, acci-
dent investigation, and the inner workings of 
U.S. and Canadian regulatory bodies.

Take a look at the following brief list of 
ALPA achievements in aviation safety—and 
think about what they mean to you during 
winter weather, and year-round:

 

One part of ALPA’s multifaceted aviation safety structure is the Association’s network of regional airport 
safety coordinators (RASCs) and the ALPA airport safety liaisons (ASLs) with whom they work. The ASL 
program’s primary goal is to maximize aviation safety by providing the perspective of a cooperative, 
professional airline pilot to help airport managers operate their airports in the safest, most efficient 
manner possible. The ASL can help airport managers detect airport deficiencies, risks and potential 
hazards, resolve operational problems, and provide ALPA with a direct point of contact at the airport. 

The ASL program is not an ALPA airport inspection program, but a partnership intended to provide 
mutual benefits to all airport stakeholders. The program is primarily a vehicle for understanding airport 
managers’ concerns and needs in order to help them develop solutions to issues at their airport.

One of the reasons U.S. and Canadian airports operate as safely as they do—even in blizzard 
conditions—is the long-term relationship of mutual respect and cooperation that ALPA ASLs have es-
tablished at their respective airports. Pilots such as Capt. Jeff Sedin (United), who is the ASL for Chicago 
O’Hare, with great Lakes RASC Capt. Mike Maas (American Eagle) serving as auxiliary ASL, have invested 
many hours, long before the severe weather strikes, to help airport managers prepare for the days and 
nights when Old Man Winter hurls his worst stuff.  

ALPA 
Airport 
Safety 
Liaisons

ALPA Makes Flying Safe
ALPA shapes modern airports
ALPA’s fingerprints are everywhere on airline airports—FAR Part 139 
requirements for aircraft rescue and firefighting (ARFF) resources, a plan for 
controlling wildlife hazards, a formal disaster plan, snow and ice removal, 
runway friction measurements, and more. Terminal Doppler weather radar. 
Runway safety areas. Better signs and surface markings. Land-and-hold-
short operations (LAHSO)—SOIR in Canada—with conservative safety 
restrictions set by ALPA that permit improved airport capacity without 
reducing safety. Runway distance-to-go markers. Centerline approach lights. 
Required full-scale emergency drills. Frangible structures, such as approach 
light stanchions. Runway grooving. VASIs and PAPIs. Runway edge lights and 
REILs. Precision instrument approach guidance. 

ALPA steers aircraft design and operations
Many of ALPA’s contributions to your (and your passengers’) flying safety 
in your airplane, and your airline’s operations, are not so apparent: “Fasten 
seatbelt” signs. RNAV and RNP procedures. Procedures and equipment 
requirements for extended twin-engine operations (ETOPs). New fuels to 
reduce carbon emissions. Improved seat strength and flammability resistance 
of cabin materials. Visual descent points. More-stringent MMELs and MELs. 
More-realistic emergency evacuation tests. FOQA and ASAP. Better standards 
and procedures for ground deicing and anti-icing fluids. Fuel tank protection. 
Standardized, rational noise abatement procedures. 

ALPA ensures cockpits serve pilots…
Look around your “office” at ALPA’s accomplishments on your behalf: TCAS. 
Cockpit weather radar. Takeoff warning horns. Reinforced cockpit doors. 
Color terrain contours on nav charts. CVR and FDR data restricted to ac-
cident investigations. Instrument comparators. TAWS/EgPWS. Windshear 
detection equipment. In some airliners, HUDs. Electronic flight bags. And 
soon, Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast. 

…And aircraft are secure
Federal Flight Deck Officer program. Reinforced cockpit doors. Cockpit 
secondary barriers. Enhanced, threat-based security screening. Restricted 
Access Identity Cards. 
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Severe weather causes flight cancellations—and delays. 
As far as delays are concerned, a quick look at statistics 
on airline delays generated by the DOT’s Bureau of 
Transportation Statistics (go to the FAA’s website, www.
faa.gov) shows 
that delays 
attributed to 
shortcomings of 
the current U.S. 
national airspace system (NAS) are several times more 
significant than delays attributed to extreme weather.

One conclusion to draw from this data is that the U.S. 
Congress should be expeditiously moving ahead with a 
strong FAA reauthorization bill that provides a steady flow 
of funds for NAS modernization. FAA reauthorization 
must provide an adequate, stable, and reliable funding 
stream for Nextgen, the modernization initiative to 
upgrade both ground-based and airborne ATC system 
components. 

That’s precisely what ALPA has told the Congress, 
repeatedly (see “From the Hill,” page 31).  

Contrast this stellar performance of the North 
American air transportation system in such weather with 
that of surface transportation—especially on our high-
ways. Hundreds of cars, trucks, and buses, from Texas to 
Minnesota, from the Dakotas to Maine—were stuck or 
involved in accidents during the early February storm. 
Clearly, taking off and landing jet airplanes on airports in 
the snow belt is safer than driving in that region! 

This extraordinary achievement—repeated thou-
sands upon thousands of times by ALPA members this 
winter—is a testament to two main causes: (1) the 
efforts of generations of ALPA pilot volunteers and staff 
to improve aviation safety (see “ALPA Makes Flying Safe,” 
page 24) and (2) the training, professionalism, and dedi-
cation of ALPA members and other hardworking airline 
employees.  

Pilots who fly in Canada and Alaska, and to high-
latitude international destinations in Russia and 
Scandinavia, operate in winter conditions more months 
of the year than most of their U.S. counterparts. One of 
the advantages of ALPA’s bringing Canadian members 
into the fold in 1997 has been that U.S. and Canadian 
members have learned from each other about many 
operational issues, including cold-weather operations. 

An ongoing example: the need for wider use of tem-
perature-compensated barometric altimeter readings in 
very cold weather (see above).  

NextGen Needed  
Yesterday

When Temps 
Are Low, 
Look Out  
Below

capable of making the correction automati-
cally, mandate that if the FMS is capable of 
doing so, the pilots must use that capability. 

ALPA representatives played a role in the 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) adopting standards and recom-
mended practices (SARPs) relating to 
cold-temperature altimetry corrections. As 
a result, the FAA Aeronautical Information 
Manual contains the ICAO cold-temperature 
error table. 

The U.S. Air Force trains pilots to apply a 
temperature correction for final approach, 
but few U.S. airlines train pilots on this 
subject. A temperature correction is incor-
porated into the final approach segment of 
RNAV approaches, but all RNP approaches 
with vertical guidance (VNAV, LNAV) lack 
temperature corrections; this remains an 
outstanding issue at the government-indus-
try Aeronautical Charting Forum in which 
ALPA safety representatives participate.  

Pilots learn early in their careers the mantra, 
“High to low, look out below,” meaning that 
when an aircraft travels from an area of high 
atmospheric pressure to an area of lower 
pressure, a barometric altimeter not set to 
the new local setting will read high. Similarly, 
operating in air that is substantially colder 
than the standard atmosphere will cause a 
barometric altimeter to read high. 

Cold-temperature altimetry errors are 
greatest at higher altitudes. For example, 
at 5,000 feet above the airport, when the 
temperature is -50 C, the error is approxi-
mately 1,500 feet. This amount of error  
can lead—and has led in documented 
cases—to dangerously little terrain clear-
ance when maneuvering in mountainous 
terrain and IMC. 

Canadian operators have corrected baro-
metric altimeter readings for cold tempera-
tures for decades; most Canadian airlines 
use a Jepp chart with a cold-temperature 
correction table for each airport. Transport 
Canada, noting that most FMS equipment is 


